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 Sergius of Res cAyna's Syriac Translations of Galen: Their

 Scope, Motivation, and Influence*

 S IA M BHAYRO

 UNIVERSITY OF EXETER

 When analysing the transmission of Galen from
 Greek into Syriac, it is useful to distinguish be
 tween three phases, or golden ages, in the his
 tory of the sciences in Syriac. The first pertains
 to that of Sergius of Res cAyna, who, early in the
 sixth century, initiated the first systematic pro
 gram of scientific translations from Greek into
 an oriental language. The second coincides with
 the early Abbasid period, especially with the ef
 forts of Hunayn ibn Ishaq and his followers in the
 ninth century. The third occurred, between the
 eleventh and thirteenth centuries, as part of the
 so-called Syriac Renaissance. The historical and
 socio-linguistic context of each phase is distinct,
 leading to contrasting treatments of Galen and
 his works.

 In this paper, I will concentrate on Sergius, who
 merits our attention on account of a number of

 inaccuracies and, to be frank, injustices that have
 emerged in previous scholarly treatments of his
 accomplishments.1 I intend to demonstrate that
 the scope of Sergius's translation project, in re
 spect of Galen, was much more ambitious than
 previously assumed. Furthermore, I will argue
 that Sergius was motivated by his dissatisfaction
 with what he perceived to be flaws in the Alexan
 drian approach. I will also suggest that Sergius's
 influence among later Syriac scholarship was
 greater than hitherto appreciated.

 Despite his often withering assessment of Ser
 gius,2 Hunayn ibn Ishaq's "Epistle" remains our
 most important witness to the extent of Sergi
 us's Syriac translations of Galen.3 According to
 Hunayn, Sergius translated the following thirty
 two works either completely or partly:4

 * Art of Medicine

 On the Elements according to Hippocrates
 * On Mixtures

 On the Natural Faculties

 On Bones for Beginners
 On the Anatomy of Veins and Arteries
 On the Anatomy of Nerves
 On the Utility of the Parts
 On the Properties of Foodstuffs
 On Foods Productive of Good and Bad

 Humours

 Differences of Diseases (twice)
 Causes of Diseases (twice)
 Differences of Symptoms (twice)
 * Causes of Symptoms (twice)
 On the differences of Fevers

 * On Affected Parts (twice)
 Differences of Pulses (only Book 1)
 Diagnosis by Pulses (only Book 1)
 Causes of Pulses (only Book 1)
 Prognosis by Pulses
 On Crises

 On Critical Days
 * On the Therapeutic Method (1-6 when poor;

 7-14 when better)
 Therapeutics to Glaucon
 On the Powers and Mixtures of Simple Drugs

 (supposedly only 6-8; but see below)
 * On the Composition of Drugs according to

 Places

 * On the Composition of Drugs according to
 Kind

 * On Easily-Procured Remedies
 On Hippocrates' 'Prognostic'
 On the Dissection of Muscles (for Beginners)
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 only correct approach to medicine involves mas
 tering both its theoretical and practical aspects.
 In this introduction, addressed to his fellow
 translator Theodore, Sergius thus described the
 12:one who only masters either theory or practice

بلصا ُدءعلئءات>ل ail :١ هملت بل CD مكأسدآ مث،مم لح ضا-م 

0دذاأ آمبُأستأ ocrA )000صاأمك ءمل يئلاييت> 
مل أسنت امبم 0مك سلححم ،7تا«' مكآستت ٥٢٢٠ هحل0ئ1ل 

مكقآ\ءاهئا\هع مر أحلت ي م ينادا<' هأحححل مم 
.طممآأءائح ,٢٨١ مكخ\هدصحثت؛1 آحميحم مأأُذ ثآتحِآ 
 But in the case of whosoever is familiar with"

 only one of these, it occurred to me many times
 that I should liken him to one who wants to walk

 with one of his feet, or to labour with one of his
 hands, or to work with one of the parts of the
 body which are not able, without the mutual par
 ticipation of the others, to carry out some action
 or other to completion."

 For Sergius, therefore, it was necessary first to
master the theoretical, described as vcum هخدْ 
 those rules that are general," before mov-" مءب
ing on to the practical, described as ملسّ مأّ 
 specific (or particular) knowledge" or knowledge"
 :"in detail" مآجبت that is

صُتءته ٢٥ ةنمأ مكذا0صت0ا<' ٢٥ آينجح خ\،«'٩٠٦!. 
.مكذ:اسددأ مآءأ مد هصن كسأ otni ر0تمآتهن؛حذ\أ 
ض بيمل م م مكا،مث آمبّأدمثلأ مآ0أ د0ذا ضْ 
ط0ت oءهدميّ . . .مءّهثحأ بل cm مذاحا أحملتت مكأعحمئ؛\مل 

مكذا،\تتِح؛ا مكلءالاو.لادد بmذاح١٥ مك0،صءدل آد<ب IV«لاص 
دأُ مك0cm ٢٥٠٦٥ ط م مكة\ءادو crA مثء7تل 
ب هيتأ مدختءآ<' ب،7صذاءولآ حهلء7ت مك هنحأ مث،ضد 
ذا.مممهدح ٢٢٠ عآس تت0ئ؛\ مك00تأr^atZJOf 0^ ءصطءادت0ً 

مل أبأنُ ذحتت متممأ بد،7تآ ٢٢٠طدألسد مكئء\حآلات مهص0 
.مكل\هعمءمكأ 00طهطد 

 "For truly the art of the rules is not able to perfect
 a person who is learning without instruction on
 individual details. Nor again can instruction on
 details train a student without knowledge on gen
 eral matters . . . Now, therefore, if a person is go
 ing to be with an exact knowledge of the matters,
 for him it is by all means a necessary thing that he
 should know the general rules, those things that
 are designated as pertaining to the art of all the
 parts of the art, and that he should also be trained
 carefully and instructed in the specific knowledge

 On Bloodletting against Erasistratus
 On the Diseases of the Eyes5

 Those titles in bold comprise, again according to
 Hunayn, the so-called "Alexandrian canon," that
 is a group of Galenic texts selected to serve as the
 medical curriculum in late-antique Alexandria,
 certainly by the beginning of the sixth century.6
 Regarding this canon, Elinor Lieber states:

 This would appear to be one of the earliest textual
 indications of that vocational bias in the teaching of
 medical theory . . . which was to become increasingly
 manifest in the mediaeval Islamic world. From this

 time on, even "philosophers" would study medicine
 according to a programme designed primarily for the
 medical practitioner.7

 This vocational approach, with its emphasis on
 practice rather than theory, is central to our pres
 ent discussion.8

 As things stand, there are two widely held and
 related assumptions, regarding Sergius's trans
 lations of Galen, that I believe need to be ques
 tioned—the first relates to the scope of Sergius's
 translations, while the second relates to his over
 all aim. It is assumed that Sergius created a Syriac
 version of the Alexandrian canon, but excluded
 two works: "On Sects for Beginners" and "On the
 Preservation of Health."9 Regarding the second of
 these assumptions, it is now clear that Hunayn,
 despite being our most important source, is not so
 reliable regarding the texts translated by Sergius.
 To be fair, Hunayn is himself the first to admit
 this—after all, the full title of his "Epistle" does
 include the words "to his knowledge" (see note
 3), which is an admission that his account may
 not be complete.

 This has recently been demonstrated in
 respect of Sergius's translation of "On the Pow
 ers and Mixtures of Simple Drugs." According
 to Hunayn, سجرس باتكلا اذه ض ىنائلا ءزجلا مجرت نكل دقو
 "And Sergius translated the second section from
 this book."10 In other words, Hunayn only knew
 of Sergius's translation of books 6-11 of Galen's
 main pharmacological work. In a joint article
 with Sebastian Brock, I recently argued that it is
 very unlikely that Sergius did not translate books
 1-5; indeed, I was convinced that Sergius did
 translate all eleven books.11 This argument was
 advanced on the basis of Sergius's very emphatic
 assertion, in his introduction to book 6, that the
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 of those things that are included in every one of
 the parts of medicine."

 This is said to be the method used by Galen at
 all times:

 K'noo rdxâlsj i-.ro vyr«'
 à\-.r£*>:io «^CUro rÛÔAû Ai. r^cci

 otS3jCU3 «^aciom ^Aœ k'iuäAJiA «^octA n->\ o
 r^-CÖuA «^ocrA «'Ilia rci^ooo .ri'^NCUSaar«':»

 r^\*r£n ^lioos iV\ «^om^rv^X» .n^rao
 rdl^Vi_ÖX> -BrC* .^CUK' A-IN n vyK1

 .^raU ^|\ »rg* ^.m\ -\n
 "Therefore, as one who knows this way accu
 rately, the teacher (i.e. Galen) in every case first
 teaches about the rules that are general, and he
 prepares the students by means of these things
 in order that they shall acquire the system of the
 art. And thus he expounds an exposition to the
 pupils and he trains their knowledge for a grasp of
 those things that occur in detail, his aim being to
 make them also by means of these things perfect
 in knowledge in all of those things that are right."

 And specifically also used by Galen in "On the
 Powers and Mixtures of Simple Drugs":

 r<Iui ,\ s cruàv.rc'} r^'\cr) Arc*o

 ujtainr^ m r^h\c\\°i\~n-> ca= «^cvurc' cir? rt^ïT°i

 "And also in this book, which is about the power
 of simple medicines, O our brother, he clearly
 employed this method of teaching."

 And explicitly endorsed by Galen himself:

 qpcmi\ ^ ml
 rc'nro rc'àx^.ii\ iVirxcxialsai rS'Àcnr«'^ ^OjjK' or«'
 rdsaio r&nm rtfaiviSiS rï'aortaA lon\-i

 yxxCo ^.cruU 3 rC'Jaär)^ ^»cn\-q r^tiäjar«'
 rC'x.r^DS ratios s iiuw,n°n rdi^œo rdisAsiX

 .K'X.r^T)

 "In many passages, it is said by the writer Galen, O
 our brother Theodore, that the only true teaching
 can be the one that first establishes the rules that

 pertain in general to the art in the subjects with
 which the teacher is concerned, and in this way it
 follows on to the instruction that is in detail."

 On the basis of Sergius's characteristically em
 phatic line of argument, I suggested that Sergius
 must have translated the first five books—had he

 not, he would not have had the authority to make
 such a plea.13

 The question as to whether Sergius did indeed
 translate the first five books of Galen's "On the

 Power and Mixtures of Simple Drugs" was ulti
 mately and positively settled by Grigory Kessel,
 who has discovered fragments from books two
 and four in the Syriac Galen Palimpsest, which we
 know contains Sergius's translation of this text.14

 It is clear, therefore, that Hunayn was not fully
 informed of the extent of Sergius's translations of
 this Galenic text. While it could be argued that
 this is only one instance in which Hunayn has
 been shown to be incorrect, it is also important
 to acknowledge that this is effectively the only
 instance in which we can test the accuracy of
 Hunayn's information regarding Sergius, so the
 fact that it is incorrect should be seen as being
 very significant. Further, albeit indirect, support
 for this conclusion is given by the discovery of
 a Judaeo-Arabic translation of Sergius's introduc
 tion to the pseudo-Galenic "Commentary on
 Hippocrates' 'On nutriment'," which would cer
 tainly have preceded his translation of this text.15
 Again, Hunayn is not aware of the existence of
 this translation.16

 All of this should, at the very least, caution
 us against assuming, on the basis of Hunayn's
 "Epistle," that Sergius neglected to translate "On
 Sects for Beginners" and "On the Preservation of
 Health." We should at the very least leave this
 question open for the time being—I am inclined,
 however, to think that Sergius did indeed trans
 late these texts. Furthermore, in general, the
 most sensible approach would appear to be that
 we should accept Hunayn's statements on what
 Sergius did translate, as these are probably based
 on manuscripts that he had consulted. At the
 same time, we should remember that Hunayn's
 account, by his own admission, is not exhaustive.

 But what of the other assumption, namely that
 Sergius was seeking to create a Syriac version of
 the Alexandrian canon? Again, given the voca
 tional approach of this canon, I am deeply scepti
 cal. We have already seen that Sergius emphasises
 the need to master both theory and practice.
 Moreover, from Hunayn's account, it is already
 clear that Sergius did not simply translate the
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 Alexandrian canon. In fact, he both modified and,
 as the above list clearly shows, enlarged it.

 One modification is of particular interest. As
 Lieber discusses in some detail, the Alexandrian
 canon only contained an abridged form of "On
 the Therapeutic Method," consisting of books
 7-14, whereas Sergius ensured that all fourteen
 books were on the Syriac curriculum.17 In insist
 ing on the study of all fourteen books, the first
 two of which are very theoretical, it would seem
 that Sergius was reacting against the more voca
 tional approach of the Alexandrian canon.

 In terms of the scope of Sergius's translations,
 again according to Hunayn, Sergius translated an
 additional fourteen Galenic works over and above
 what was on the Alexandrian curriculum. One of
 these extra works is "On the Power and Mixtures

 of Simple Drugs," and, as already noted, Sergius
 included the first theoretical part in his transla
 tion. This would suggest that Sergius was doing
 much more than replicating the Alexandrian
 canon. His overall aim was probably much more
 ambitious and, as we shall see, part of his broader
 approach to education.

 We are able to gain an insight into how Sergius
 himself envisaged a medical education from the
 following passage from his introductory work on
 the Purpose of Aristotle's Categories:18

 om rÛOi.3 K'icwrc'ift Ojjrc' or^ rciiSOAn ,JK) r^ÀiSir«'

 ŒLÏ°Ll JE.OB1 ^ V-nn rC'XW . rdrJlCXM (TOliuOU

 C73^\is enjoin tiUO : cdltso rt'lir. ^
 K'kvosjva ^»3 cn=j. ,cnc\±4j rdmvX
 «^ocnà\jLi_ïà\ ri". A K'inàunr*]
 «^oc7aï3^5 rc'nrt' rS'omaAo . rclirrjAcU
 XLijirC'o . n^ftnmn rën\\ ^prs cnx2ki «^ rC* r^XrC'.
 rt'w.o . iV-i r^Xr«' cA .

 A. OOT mV

 K'UJäAo . OTSOCMn-l -uiaAo . <nh-* à\cA v^C7»A rdlOCD

 ^\jr^Ti°iT. vcum ^A.K' kurC'i.cni
 rCÎl^OD cAj vi\ .rg'o . àurt'vi\
 A, min ctA rdso . TrmV)rM-c/
 m^cxlAoA rd -icuAna ^ ri'xm vyK's rdjjiorï'j

 . rdn \* ^.oTL.iiur«'
 "A saying spoken by the ancients, O brother The
 odore, that the bird which is named the stork at
 that time rejoices and becomes strong when it
 separates itself from inhabited land and migrates
 to a desolate place,- and it dwells in its ancient lair

 until the time of the end of its life. And likewise
 it seems to me that a man is not able to under

 stand the opinions of the ancients and to remain
 within the mysteries of the knowledge of their
 books unless he has separated himself from the
 whole world and its ways and also forsaken the
 flesh—not (simply) in respect of space but (also)
 in respect of the mind—and cast off all its desires
 behind him. For then the mind is emptied in or
 der to turn towards itself and to give heed to its
 very self,19 and to see clearly those things that
 were written, and to judge well those which were
 rightly said and those which were not thus com
 posed—when there does not exist anything that
 hinders him in the course of the journey, such as
 one of those, which are in the carnal inclination,
 that oppose his swiftness."

 Sergius thus begins this passage with a pun on
 the Syriac word >*bicu>, which means both "stork,
 heron" and "desert, solitude." His subsequent
 use of the verb icu in the pa"el is significant on
 account of it often being used to mean "to lead
 the life of a monk." It would seem, therefore,
 that Sergius is advocating asceticism as being
 the ideal context for the study of the wisdom of

 "the ancients," punned predictively by the
 use of the term "ancient, former" to refer
 to the stork's lair. The mind is described almost
 like a field of conflict in which the carnal incli

 nation impedes knowledge and discernment. It is
 only through abandoning all worldly distractions
 that one is able to master the knowledge of the
 ancients.

 If asceticism is the ideal context for an educa

 tion, what is the ideal curriculum? Sergius con
 tinues thus:20

 rdi-CDrV rv>m.\ "ptt )3K1 ,\i-.OT
 . . •*"' Q Vfi-A nS. \r\ .1 .-t'M-n-n r.T

 K'Jtvli- r&cn re*in n. ctA ,-irm ,-i^Ar£jc.

 mr<M rdscn r^'K'cAa) rdloO .r^CUlrâ rcMajt-O

 rûr^ .,çr>C£z>M2l ^'U»r<' JUK' Or«'

 rdfU vyM rdisAcu JtvsimA àfu-ia ,jAoo k\cA
 .rï'om cr>.\rr\^r\^m Air< rS'^CUSÀ cnl^A rVàxl^-O

 r«'à\cuï>r<' ,oooïriM rds\» r<la cpo\i\ \A cA

 ^33 ciocm K'msue*) rdaamli^o -Sre'a

 "When, therefore, we were translating various
 books of the physician Galen from Greek into
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 Syriac . . . you asked me, 'From where indeed did
 this man receive the means21 and beginning of
 education? And did he acquire an abundance such
 as this from himself, or from another man—from
 writers who were before him?' And I, regarding
 these (words), replied, for the love of learning that
 is in you, 'The chief of the beginning and means
 of all education was Aristotle, not only for Galen
 and his other fellow doctors, but also for all re
 nowned writers and philosophers who were after
 him'."

 For Sergius, therefore, Aristotle was the font
 from which flowed all medical and philosophi
 cal knowledge, including that of Galen. A proper
 medical education thus involved not only mas
 tering a broad range of Galen's theoretical and
 practical writings, but also comprehending the
 foundations laid by Aristotle. It was probably
 also to be combined with what Sergius consid
 ered to be a proper philosophical and theological
 education.22

 Sergius's concern for a complete (and hence
 proper) education is demonstrated by the follow
 ing example, which also shows that his respect for
 Galen was another important motivation. When
 translating Galen's "On the Power and Mixtures
 of Simple Drugs," Sergius appears to have in
 cluded full translations of Galen's own prefaces
 to each book. For example, Sergius's Syriac trans
 lation of Galen's preface to book 6 opens thus:23

 ^cvjjO fxA^VT^ rdisosuaos r^\ m .\s
 r^iJ\ ,\ \ .rdiïàlUa r£»icuc.:\ oil»

 Qifm K'^cuJorC' rx'i .rVïi^jc.

 >_^£r> ^i\-\CinS3 «^octitd ^nipiina to! .rc" ,,_Acr> A s

 "We have been occupied with writing about the
 power of simple drugs. From the start, in the first
 two books, we taught concerning the incorrect
 customs about which many of today's physicians
 attempt to write—those which, when they use
 them, they err very exceedingly."

 The interesting thing about this portion of text
 is that, for Sergius's sixth-century audience, the
 "incorrect customs" against which Galen regaled
 were no longer an issue. Indeed, it would be hard
 to imagine anyone in the sixth century writing
 books in favour, for example, of atomism. Yet Ser
 gius still faithfully translated Galen's remarks.

 Sergius seems to have been keenly aware of
 this, as the following statement, from his own in
 troduction to book 6, demonstrates:24

 vyr? r&m }q:vo K'TSDrtfaa ,-Acn=j vOon
 cvXs (jJÂn «^cuœA .are' rniji. r?am ooasas
 nfinx-O rdiÄÄco ^ rc'rn-iö^flgr^ -are* ^33

 r&.rt ,jku rï'iftân^ ^.cnl^n

 .^Acrn ^.crul^-A icC'rdn
 "But he (i.e. Galen) reproved in these treatises
 which are before this one, as was right at the time
 of writing, also those who think that the medi
 cines and herbs of all the things that are here are
 not compounded from the four elements, but
 from small atoms that are absorbed into the air
 that is about them."

 The phrase "as was right at the time of writing"
 demonstrates Sergius's acceptance that not every
 aspect of Galen's discourse was of practical use
 for his audience. Yet Sergius's overall approach to
 education, and his respect for Galen, ensured that
 he translated the Galenic discourse faithfully and
 in its entirety.25

 To conclude, Sergius's medical translations
 should be viewed in this light and, hence, clearly
 distinguished from what we think was happen
 ing in Alexandria. In terms of scope, context and
 purpose, Sergius's project was very different. Ser
 gius studied in Alexandria towards the end of the
 fifth century, so he would certainly have been
 very familiar with the curriculum there.26 Yet he
 translated much more than the Alexandrian cur

 riculum, including the more theoretical material,
 and he contextualised it within a broader educa

 tional framework. Sergius's own remarks against
 those who would emphasise only the practical
 aspects of the Galenic corpus should probably be
 read as a reaction against what he encountered in
 Alexandria and what he sought to correct with
 his own translation project.

 As a postscript, and contrary to what has previ
 ously been asserted, it is worth noting that Sergi
 us's translations probably did have an impressive
 impact, even after the golden age of Hunayn and
 his colleagues that supposedly thrust him into
 the shadows. This was already suggested by the
 Judaeo-Arabic translation mentioned above (see
 note 15). But we may also get an interesting in
 sight into the afterlife of Sergius's translations of
 Galen from the Galenic excerpts that found their
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 way into the so-called "Syriac Book of Medi
 cines/'27 a medical compendium that should prob
 ably be counted among the products of the Syriac
 Renaissance.28 The first part of the "Syriac Book
 of Medicines" contains numerous excerpts from
 the works of Galen, many of which were identi
 fied and analysed in a series of articles published
 in the 1920s and 1940s by Schleifer.29 The above
 table indicates with * those Galenic books that

 are quoted in the "Syriac Book of Medicines."
 Although the use of Galen's works in the "Syr
 iac Book of Medicines" merits its own thorough
 analysis, two tentative conclusions can be imme
 diately made. First, the scope of quoted works ex
 ceeds that of the Alexandrian curriculum (hence
 the four titles marked with * but not in bold).
 Second, all of the quoted works were translated
 by Sergius, including "On Easily-Procured Reme
 dies" which was not translated by Hunayn.30 This
 raises the possibility that it was Sergius's transla
 tions that were utilised in the Syriac Renaissance,
 at the time when the "Syriac Book of Medicines"
 was compiled.

 Notes

 * This paper was originally read at the "Medical
 Translators at Work: Syriac, Arabic, Hebrew, and Latin
 Translations in Dialogue" conference, organised by M.
 Martelli, o. Overwien, and c. Savino at the Humboldt
 University, Berlin (March 2014). I am grateful to the or
 ganisers for their invitation to speak at this gathering,
 and also to the other participants, particularly Robert
 Hawley and Grigory Kessel, for their helpful and en
 couraging remarks.

 1. For my critique of previous scholarship on Sergius
 and the sixth-century translations, see Bhayro forth
 coming a. For my attempt to redress the general prob
 lematic approach to the study of the Syriac sciences,
 see Bhayro forthcoming b. See also Bhayro and Hawley
 2014.

 2. See Bhayro 2005: 152-57.
 3. Full title: مجرن ام ركذ ىف ىيحي نب ىط ىلا قسا نب ضذ ةلاس

The Epistle of Hunayn" مجرتي مل ام ضبو هملعب سونبلاج بتك س 

 Ibn Ishaq to ء Ali Ibn Yahya concerning those of Galen's
 books that have been translated, to his knowledge,
 and some of those that are not translated." The classic

 edition is Bergsträsser 1925; a new edition will appear
 shortly—Lamoreaux forthcoming.

 4. The following can be gleaned either from Berg
 strasser 1925 (and Lamoreaux forthcoming) or from De
 gen 1981. See also Muraviev 2014: 266-71.

 5. Hunayn also mentions two works that are prob
 ably pseudo-Galenic but were translated by Sergius,
 namely "Compendium on the Pulse" and "Com
 mentary on Hippocrates' 'On the Development of the
 Child'/' see Degen 1981: 156 and 159; see also Bhayro
 forthcoming c.

 6. See Lieber 1981: 171-75.
 7. Lieber 1981: 174.
 8. See also the remarks in Nutton 1984: 3-4.

 9. So Lieber 1981: 174; see also Nutton 2008: 362
 and 384-85, who adds "Synopsis on the Pulse" to the
 list of excluded texts.

 10. Bergsträsser 1925: ٣• (Arabic text) and 24 (Ger
 man translation؛.

 11. See Bhayro and Brock 2012-2013.
 12. For the full text, with English translation, of Ser

 gius's introduction to book 6 of Galen's "On the Powers
 and Mixtures of Simple Drugs," see Bhayro and Brock
 2012-2013: 38-40, from which the following excerpts
 are taken.

 13. Bhayro and Brock 2012-2013: 40.
 14. See Kessel 2016. For the Syriac Galen Palimp

 sest, see Bhayro and Brock 2012-2013; Bhayro et al.
 2012; Bhayro et al. 2013a; Bhayro et al. 2013b; Hawley
 2014.

 15. See Bos and Langermann 2009.
 16. Compare Degen 1981: 150.
 17. See the discussion in Lieber 1981: 175.

 18. The text is from Birmingham Mingana 606, fol.
a scan of which was kindly sent to me by Daniel ,ئ52 
 King. An English translation was previously published
 in Brock 1997: 202; a French translation was published
 in Hugonnard-Roche 2004: 167.

 19. Or "in order to turn towards its essence and to

 give heed to its substance."
 20. See Birmingham Mingana 606, fol. 52r-V; Brock

 1997: 202-3; Hugonnard-Roche 2004: 168.
 21. Or "cause, necessity, argument, subject."
 22. See also Brock 1997: 204.

 23. Text from BL Add. 14,661, fol. 5r-5v; previously
 edited in Merx 1885: 259.

 24. Text from BL Add. 14,661, fol. 2r; previously ed
 ited in Merx 1885: 246.

 25. Interestingly, this appears to contrast with Ser
 gius's treatment of other authors. In a recent paper,
 John Wilkins and I highlighted how, in his translation
 of Galen's "On the Properties of Foodstuffs," Sergius
 apparently feels at liberty to change a quotation from
 Mnesitheus in order to make it more sensible; see
 Wilkins and Bhayro 2013.

 26. See Nutton 1984: 13.

 27. Budge 1913.
 28. For which, see Teule 2010. The term is useful,

 but it does raise further questions.
 29. For a discussion of this phenomenon, and a full

 list of Schleifer's articles, see Bhayro 2013.
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 30. This latter point requires further investigation,
 as the majority of quotations from "On Easily-Procured
 Remedies" may also derive from "On the Composition
 of Drugs according to Places," which Hunayn did trans
 late; see Degen 1981: 147-50.
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